


Always in the front of luxury design, Covet House 
presents its all-new set of highly curated pieces for 
2022. A new set filled with items ready to inspire and 
help achieve. 
Every interior design aesthetic. Displaying a panoply 
of categories and styles, you won’t need any other tool 
to fulfil a dream project.

One brand. Hundreds of designs, thousands of 
products.
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1. KIRK TABLE LAMP | DELIGHTFULL
Kirk table lamp is characterized by its artisanship. Handmade with 
the finest materials, this exquisite mid-century modern desk lamp 
features brass and aluminum with a marble touch. With timeless 
elegance, Kirk has the perfect shape for any home office. Versatile 
and adaptable this anglepoise desk lamp features a boasting design 
that will leave an impression.

2. CHILOÉ MIRROR | COVET COLLECTION
Cairn is a group of stones carefully arranged on top of each other. 
Derived from the Scots Gaelic word meaning ‘heap of stones’ and an 
ancient form of markers. This spectacular and mystical served as the 
inspiration for the contemporary Modular Cabinets.

3. PIETRA OVAL XL | BOCA DO LOBO
Pietra Oval XL Dining Table shapes a timeless experience through 
its classical aura and finest Nero Marquina black marble. Reminding 
the renaissance era, its oval top gently lies in three robust marble 
columns, each one conceived from solid blocks hand-sculpted 
and turned to create different details for additional texture. A 
noble material carved in Boca do Lobo workshops, conceiving a 
soulful statement dining table ideal for elegant and refined dining 
rooms. Designed for eight seats, the contemporary feel of Pietra is 
effortlessly stylish and it is suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

4. KIRK TABLE LAMP | ESSENTIAL HOME
Inspired by the six times Oscar nominee Deborah Kerr, this unique 
dining chair by Masquespacio embraces the leading role of this fun 
and modern product selection due to its innovative shapes and 
multiple customization options.

5. SHINTO ROUND CENTER TABLE | BRABBU
A Shinto shrine is a structure whose main purpose is to house - 
‘enshrine’ - one or more ‘kami’ or gods. Its most important chamber 
is used for the safekeeping of sacred objects. SHINTO Round Center 
Table was designed with a gloss black lacquered structure and a 
tabletop in grey mirror, making it a showstopper in any modern home 
decor. Place this round black center table in any living room set and 
witness it becoming the main focal point.

6. SARSEN ARMCHAIR | COVET COLLECTION
This contemporary designed piece follows the same inspiration as the 
Sarsen family, where Sarsen stones are sandstone blocks that may 
be found in large quantities in the United Kingdom. These are the 
stones used in the ancient and enigmatic Stonehenge. For a modern 
and minimalistic look, fabrics with stone-like hues and a clean and 
streamlined design were chosen for the armchair. A superb textured 
single tone boucle upholstery, characterized by its detailed stitching. 
Finally, adding the sublime granite stone, which brings a one-of-a-
kind and luxurious touch.
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1. BARUKA DOOR LEVEL | PULLCAST
Baruka is our cultural manifest, a perfect reflection of a thousand of 
years old legacy, an ode to Japan.Made of brass, Baruka represents 
culture, customs and values, becoming a modern and strong Door 
Pull to embellish your entryway decor.

2. GOODMAN SUSPENSION | DELIGHTFULL
Inspired by the incredible jazz musician Benny Goodman, this 
elegant suspension lamp will light up any design project or room. 
A memorable piece, it features golden finishes and black matte 
in a modern and classic twist that make this lamp so special and 
unique. This luxurious lamp with fashionable round shapes will be a 
statement piece for any modern home decor.

3. NANCY WALL LAMP | DELIGHTFULL
Nancy wall lamp is the lighting piece that will add that extra glow 
to your mid-century modern house. The lam is handmade in brass 
and aluminum and it has golden arcs, a typical art déco detail. You 
can turn on light with the mid-century pull chain, and get ready to 
enlighten your world and set the perfect mysterious, yet elegant 
ambiance. Nancy wall lamp is the right choice for a mid-century 

entryway décor or for the lobby of a hotel.

4. PLATA CONSOLE | COVET COLLECTION
Plata Console, by Covet House, its exciting two rounded legs 
converge with the modern straight lines from the top, creating a 
combination of both natural and contemporary elements. Named 
after Rio de Plata, one of the places visited by the Portuguese 
adventurers in the early European exploration of the Patagonia 
region, this sublime console has a mix of metal and Patagonia marble.

5. BRUTTE SIDE TABLE | CAFFE LATTE
A variety of Arabica coffee, Brutte differentiates itself from the 
others by its highly complex strong flavor and high altitude plantation. 
This side table gathers inspiration from these two characteristics. 
A robust and firm base in nero marquina marble, and a fluid dark 
bronze top emerging from the bottom. Adaptable to any setting has 
a discreet clean design, but a powerful presence.

6. DEMITASSE ARMCHAIR | CAFFE LATTE
Another name for an espresso cup, this armchair takes its shape 
precisely from it. Flawlessly curved to embrace the user, ergonomy 
is the keyword for this piece with its sublime design and soft seating. 
The discreet wide and elegant foot is the perfect little detail for 
creating the final expression of the armchair. The perfect piece of 
upholstery for your modern design. Demitasse, what else?

7.  NANCY WALL LAMP | DELIGHTFULL
The Cary dining table by Masquespacio is a unique masterpiece 
inspired by Cary Grant, known as one of the defining actors in the 

classic Hollywood era, Cary Grant. 

8. ZSA ZSA DINING CHAIR | ESSENTIAL HOME
The ZSA ZSA dining chair immediately recalls the world of 
Burlesque, Zsa Zsa Gabor is the perfect exponent of this world. Our 
first thought? Fringes, strong color, and sensuality, three concepts 
that made “Moulin Rouge” one of the most iconic movies in the 50s. 
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1. SENZU SOFA | LUXXU
Senzu is a brand-new upholstery piece designed to epitomize the 
ultimate expression of comfort, functionality, and luxury. This 
modern sofa made of leather highlights a rounder form with a 
neutral color scheme. In one of its extremities, Senzu presents an 
integrated side table completed with a Kenya black marble top and 
stainless steel base that grants a new dimension to the concept of 
living room sofa.

2. DOLLY PLAYHOUSE BED | CIRCU
Dolly Playhouse is a luxury kid bed specially made to ensure that 
kids have the ultimate fun in their bedroom. Inspired by the infamous 
dollhouses, the Dolly Playhouse bed is a modern version of a kid’s 
playhouse, specially made for little ones who want their own little 
house adventure and have a full space to themselves.

3. BREVE II DINING TABLE | CAFFE LATTE
Breve is a strong coffee-based espresso drink mixed with steamed 
half-and-half milk. So, just like the exciting drink, this round dining 
table serves the same amount of glamour and flavor to any dining 
setting. A bold and dramatic leg gives an appealing look to the table, 
by organically mixing portoro marble with a chic brushed aged brass. 
The sleek and crafty round walnut top serves a modern character to 
the table. Breve Dining Table is also very versatile, where you can 
choose a white olimpic marble as the main finish, to provide a richer 
and even glamorous look.

4. CROWN HANDLE | CIRCU WITH PULLCAST
For all the Kings and Queens that deserve a Crown, PullCast has 
created this magical drawer handle that will make kids dream of 

perfect reigns and foreign lands!

5. NAVARRA CENTER TABLE  | BOCA DO LOBO
The design of Navarra modern center table captures unique Spanish 
warmth and finest craftsmanship. The rich colour background set off 
by thick and thin veins alike carries the eyes to the top of this table, 
framed by brass. Taking inspiration from its homeland, the Navarra 
coffee table brings an elegant flair into your home decoration. It 
is a contemporary center table composed by two square marble 
modules, linked by an organic marble surface element on top 
enveloped by casted brass. An exclusive design piece and polished 
choice for luxury home interiors.

6. VALDÉS CONSOLE | COVET COLLECTION
Another name for an espresso cup, this armchair takes its shape 
precisely from it. Flawlessly curved to embrace the user, ergonomy 
is the keyword for this piece with its sublime design and soft seating. 
The discreet wide and elegant foot is the perfect little detail for 
creating the final expression of the armchair. The perfect piece of 
upholstery for your modern design. Demitasse, what else?
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1. SHIELD OVAL MIRROR | LUXXU
The shield is an oval mirror made entirely from mirrored glass, polished brass, 
and a Nero Marquina marble bar. Inspired in the most ancient and valuable 
armor, the Shield of Achilles, Maison Valentina re-designed the Shield Mirror, 
the meaning of protection and security. Decorative yet practical, this is the 
most wonderful mirror to own in your modern master bathroom.

2. NAZCA WASHBASIN | MAISON VALENTINA
Nazca is a tectonic plate located in the southern Pacific Ocean. As a tribute 
to Mother Earth’s heartbeat, our designers created the NAZCA VANITY 
with a structure in matte walnut root veneer, a base in vintage brass matte 
and a marble sink. This 2-door washbasin will add a wonderful earth tone to 
any luxury modern bathroom interior design.

3. KOI COLUN CABINET | MAISON VALENTINA
The Koi Column Cabinet is useful down to the smallest detail and dazzling 
to look at. Inspired by the Japanese carp culture, this item is perfect for your 
bathroom interior. The shapes are intense and impressive so that they can 
be perfect for any bathroom concept. This beautiful design is finished with 
the usage of aged brushed brass and Nero Marble with a smoked glass shelf.

4. COLOSSEUM FREESTANDING | MAISON VALENTINA
The Roman Colosseum is one of the new Seven Wonders of the World. 
Inspired by its empowering grandiose beauty, the Colosseum Freestanding 
was carefully designed. Made with Nero Marquina marble, this glamour- 
-filled modern freestanding will upgrade your personal bath space into a 
luxuriously unique bathroom oasis.

5. BRYCE SIDE TABLE | BRABBU
Bryce is a giant natural amphitheatre caused by erosion through the 
Paunsaugnt Plateau. BRYCE Side Table pays tribute to this through its 
unique design, fibreglass body and finishes in high gloss black lacquer with 
gold leaf. This small end table stands strong by a sofa, complementing your 
ideal living room set. 



COVET HOUSE keeps up with the latest inspirations with BOCA DO LOBO, 
DELIGHTFULL, BRABBU, KOKET, MAISON VALENTINA, CIRCU, LUXXU, 
ESSENTIAL HOME, RUG’SOCIETY, PULLCAST, FOOGO, and CAFFE LATTE. 

Inspiring and creating new trends.

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE.
WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE WORLD.
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